Group Presentations

Your presentations are 15-20 minutes long. You will be picking a topic of sociological significance and looking at it critically or what Mills refers to the “sociological imagination”. You **MUST USE 2** of the following major theories (structural functionalist, structural conflict, and symbolic interactionism). You must use academic sources and/or sources from .gov .edu or from the Harbor College library search engine. Major newspapers are fine but Wikipedia is **NOT OK** for this assignment and any other website must be vetted from me first. You may also show a video as part of your presentation. It cannot be longer than 5 minutes. Everyone in your group must participate in speaking.

You will **NOT write a paper** but you must send me a outline of your presentation due the Sunday before your presentation. I only need one person from your group to send me the outline. If your presentation is in MS Powerpoint format, a copy of your slides will suffice. Include a citation slide/page in your presentation and your outline. **DO NOT send me Google Slides** as part of your outline.